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1 Introduction

Work package 5 (Incremental Knowledge Extraction) aims to improve the tools for extracting
data, integrating it into the knowledge graph and enriching it with data from unstructured
data sources, utilizing NLP pipelines. WP5 utilizes the components for fact checking
developed in WP2, as well as the tools for manual editing and curation developed in WP4 in
order to improve knowledge extraction applications. The targeted
improvements are twofold: On the one hand, curated facts (both on the concept and
instance level) can be used to update enrichment gazetteers. On the other hand, training
corpora can be updated and ML-based components can be retrained to improve their
F-measure.
This first version of the document focuses on the development carried out by Sirma AI and
the partners in the consortium in tasks T5.1 (Continuous adaptation of knowledge extraction
through automatically validated facts) and T5.2 (Continuous adaptation of knowledge
extraction through user-validated and curated facts). In the first half of the project, the main
efforts were focused on building the knowledge graph and integrating several heterogeneous
structured data sources (Chapter 2) and developing the tools for incremental knowledge
extraction from unstructured data sources utilizing NLP pipelines (Chapter 3). Experiments
with integrating the knowledge graph building process with fact-checking algorithms (WP2)
as well as manual user validation and curation (WP4) were also performed. Integrating the
already mentioned workflows would be the main focus of WP5 for the remaining part of the
project.

2 Basic tools for Knowledge Graph Construction

Data
The basic tools for information extraction in FROCKG are intended for processing records in
databases. The method is derived from a sequence of techniques designed to extract
essential data from clinical trial records and drug leaflets. The purpose in this case is to
process manufacturer, indication, adverse reaction, and intervention fields from
ClinicalTrials.gov and FDA Adverse Event Reporting System (FDAERS, FAERS or AERS)1 2

databases.

Other public resources were used, as well as linked open data and standard classifications
and ontologies.

2

https://www.fda.gov/drugs/questions-and-answers-fdas-adverse-event-reporting-system-faer
s/fda-adverse-event-reporting-system-faers-public-dashboard

1 https://clinicaltrials.gov/
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Figure 1 Website of  ClinicalTrials.gov

ClinicalTrials.gov contains a public registry of over 300,000 clinical trials from over 200
countries, including all US states. It is run by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) of the3

National Institutes of Health (NIH) of the United States.4

Figure 2 Website of FAERS

4 https://www.nih.gov
3 https://www.nlm.nih.gov/
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The FAERS is an information database designed to support the US Food and Drug
Administration's (FDA ) program for monitoring the safety of all approved drug and5

therapeutic biological products. The FDA uses FAERS to monitor for new adverse events
and drug reactions that may occur with these products. FAERS contains about 40,000,000
case reports.

The following fields must be annotated using the pipelines for incremental knowledge
extraction described in Section 3:

● Disease, Condition – For instance, Back pain, Hypertension, Osteoarthritis
● adverse event – Disease, Condition
● manufacturer – For instance, ALLERGAN --- Allergan ---  Allergan plc --- Allergan, Inc ---

Allergan, Inc. ; GlaxoSmithKline --- GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals --- GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals

Dresden --- GlaxoSmithKline Pharmaceuticals

● intervention – For instance, drugs like FLUCLOXACILLIN, HYDROCORTISONE SODIUM
SUCCINATE, NORVIR SOFT GELATIN CAPSULES.

Queries have been created for each of the fields, with the help of which to extract the
necessary data.

manufacturer indication adverse event intervention

ClinicalTrials.gov 12 313 604 506 2 468 553 100 000

FAERS 9 032 469 22 206 659 26 570 878 32 575 511

Table 1 Extracted information for each concept from both clinical trials repositories.

Automated Extract Transform and Load (ETL) Pipelines
ETL (extract, transform, load) is a basic procedure for copying data from one or more
sources into a final system, in which the data is presented differently from its form in the
original source.

5 https://www.fda.gov/
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Talend Open Studio for ESB is used to create jobs that support the process of gazetteers6

filling and annotations RDF-ization. The description below focuses only on the most
important stages of the two jobs.

Gazetteer filling
Each gazetteer filling is done by its own job having unique input, rewrite rules and output.7

Their workflow is illustrated using the Disease gazetteer workflow:

Figure 3 Disease gazetteer workflow

● tSPARQLEndpoint - the query to be run to input the terms, their URIs, and data types

into the job's workflow.

● tReplicate - splits the workflow into two flows - one for identification and processing of

multi-word disease names by disease-standard.groovy and another one for

abbreviations, processed by disease-abbreviations.groovy.

● tFlowToIterate - accepts the data generated by the groovy rules resultset. This is a

collection of all string variants (literals) produced by the string rewriting, without the

literals that had to be removed.

● tLoop - iterates the resultset and passes individual literals to tJava.

● tJava - transforms iteration flow back to the original (main) flow.

● Write cache - serializes the whole bunch of features for each literal:

o the rewritten string;

o the original term from which it derives;

o URI;

o data type;

o whether it should be searched case sensitive (for abbreviations) or

insensitive;

o whether it is rewritten or not.

7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gazetteer
6 https://www.talend.com/products/talend-open-studio/
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RDF-ization

ClinicalTrials.gov and FDAERS text fields RDF-ization is done by a job having a similar
workflow:

Figure 4 RDF-ization of FAERS

● FAERS_company, FAERS_condition, FAERS_side_effect, FAERS_intervention -  contain

the queries to be run to input the corresponding fields’ URIs, and texts into the job's

workflow.

● tGateDocumentFromText - converts the text into a GATE Document - an object

suitable for processing in GATE Embedded (an open-source platform for text

analysis).

● tGateAnnotator - processes the GATE Document with FROCKG NLP pipeline and

annotates the texts.

● tRDFizer - organizes document URIs, predicate, and extracted concept URIs in triples.

● tRDFWriter - serializes the triples as RDF.

Mechanisms for Semantic Data Harmonisation

We use semantic data harmonization to overcome the lack of a single reference model
(usually implemented as an ontology or a vocabulary). This resolves the ambiguity
among partially or fully overlapping data sets, sometimes expressed also in natural
language. Although semantic interoperability is a policy that regulatory agencies like
FDA and EMA try to enforce, often open data published by these organizations lacks
even basic semantic normalization. For example, clinical trials sponsor organizations are
obliged to report to ClinicalTrials.gov the identified drug product side effects using the
latest version of MedDRA ontology. However the open data set provides this category8

of information not encoded with the ontology terms, but as simple literal. On the other
hand, the FAERS data set published by the FDA reports drug safety data (side effects)

8 https://www.meddra.org
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also as literals without the restriction to be aligned with MedDRA. This makes cross data
set analysis quite a big challenge. We semantically harmonize some of the most
important data categories like “Study Condition”, “Study Intervention”, “Adverse Events”
and “Population Criteria”. As a result, we identify all major medical concepts and all
associated concept qualifiers, which further specify the context in the particular
study/case.
Semantic harmonization involves not only normalization of literal values (terms and free
text descriptions) to concept, but also semantic mappings between terms from different
ontologies and terminologies, based on their referential properties.
The different type of instance mapping patterns that can be applied for semantic
harmonization can be summarized on the following diagram:

Figure 5 Types of instance mapping patterns

The most applicable pattern in the context of the FROCKG project are the semantic
annotations that we have used to harmonize the data for company (sponsor,
manufacturer), disease (condition; side effect), and drug (treatment; drug product) as
described in more detail in the next section.
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3 Incremental knowledge extraction from
unstructured textual content

Automatic text extraction pipelines based on knowledge graphs

Concept extraction
The work on concept extraction from the database records is a combination of a gazetteer
match and some following clean-up rules. While the recall is a result of an extensive
gazetteer, the precision is the result of complex clean-up rules.

The construction of the gazetteer is a two-step process:

● First a basic gazetteer is generated from concepts in a structured resource which
correspond to the concepts of interest. The following resources will be used: UMLS9

for disease, Wikidata for manufacturers information and Drug Central for drugs.10 11

● Then several rewrite rules are applied in order to both clean-up and extend the
original gazetteer.

The final gazetteer is integrated in the concept extraction pipeline. The rewrite rules have a
major impact on the accuracy of the gazetteer as they provide a manual fit of the original
concepts coming from structured sources to the current task.

Therefore, we’ll discuss in detail the gazetteers and the rules which help to fit the gazetteers
as much as possible to our task.

We shall distinguish between the resources that the gazetteer uses - these are lists of
entries and their specific features - and on the other hand the tool which is used to match up
the gazetteer entries. The gazetteer lists are explained in detail for each concept type below.
Here we describe the gazetteer tool and how its functionality enables the good performance
of the overall pipeline.

The insights-gazetteer is Sirma AI’s own plugin for GATE which is used to match-up12

gazetteer entries to input strings. The gazetteer tool has two modes of application:
LongestMatch and RelaxedMatch.

The first (LongestMatch) looks for an entry in the gazetteer which starts with the current
token of the input sequence and if there are more than one gazetteer entries which match,
only the longest gazetteer entry is applied.

12 https://gate.ac.uk/ie/
11 https://drugcentral.org/
10 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page
9 https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/index.html
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Example: From the input string “...agenesis of corpus callosum..”, the gazetteer tool will match
the whole string although there is an entry in the gazetteer for “agenesis” only but since it is
shorter than the other entry, it is discarded.

The second mode (RelaxedMatch) tackles the problem that some concepts may be
interrupted by a modifier or could be split by a coordination thus it is able to skip some
tokens of the input sequence and match through them.

Example: “developmental or cognitive delay”, the gazetteer tool matches “developmental delay”
although its tokens are not adjacent in the input string. In addition, “cognitive delay” is
matched by the gazetteer which runs in LongestMatch mode and the result is that we are
able to match both conditions - “developmental delay” and “cognitive delay”. If we relied on the
LongestMatch mode only, this would not be possible. These two modes leave a flag in each
produced annotation LONGEST and RELAXED correspondingly.

Longest match Relaxed match

input text ...developmental or cognitive delay... ...developmental or cognitive delay...

gazetteer entries developmental delay; cognitive delay; delay

matching entry cognitive delay developmental delay

Table 2 Example for Longest match and Relaxed match

Another important feature of the gazetteer tool is that it is able to match input strings based
on their word form - the way the string is entered and also based on their lemma, root, stem
etc. This feature is valuable when gazetteers are targeted to inflexional terms like diseases
because they can be represented in various word forms. At the same time when matching
company names or drug names, this feature does not play a role because the names have
no inflexion.

Company gazetteer
This gazetteer was originally created from Wikidata with the following query:
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Figure 6 Companies Gazetteer SPARQL Query
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Figure 7 Result of the query Companies Gazetteer

It is used in LongestMatch mode only and with matching on strings (not on lemmata). After
the first tests with the initial pipeline on subsets of the data coming from ClinicalTrials.gov
and FAERS, we observed that only about 25% of the company names were discovered. We
took a decision to extend our gazetteer with the most probable companies for this data, thus
the companies which appear in the FAERS database. We collected a list of companies from
FAERS and merged it with the original gazetteer based on Wikidata. The merged file was
cleaned up and integrated in the concept extraction pipeline. The goal was to have good
coverage on the FAERS data set because it contains many more clinical trial entries and
more contemporary ones while ClinicalTrials.gov contains only one clinical trial record per
company and is rather outdated. Now this gazetteer covers all FAERS manufacturers and a
good number of these were obtained from ClinicalTrials.gov.

The process for creating the new gazetteer is as follows:
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Step 1. Merge ClinicalTrials.gov (original strings only) and FAERS

unique company names

Step 2. Remove duplicated items in the merged list. Each two
strings are converted to lowercase and compared if equal.

a. if a duplication between items coming from different sources
is found, Wikidata item is preserved and the other one is
removed;

b. in case two items from Wikidata have the same string and
different URIs - both records are preserved.

Step 3. Generate unique URIs for the remaining records which come
from FDAERS following the convention
http://rdf.frockg.eu/resource/fdaers/company/<value>.

Step 4. Manually check for entries which are labels of one and the
same entity. This is done by sorting the whole list by the number
of occurrences of the first token of the entry and then by the
name of the company. This way some labels like “Dr Reddys Laboratories,
Inc” „Dr. Reddy's Laboratories” are found and are given the same URI. An
existing Wikidata URI is prefered over generating one. “Inc.” is a
suffix in the rewriting rules, so we allow for this operation. But
if the suffix was „Pharma“, „Pharm“, „Pharmacovigilance“,
„Therapeutics“, „Technology“ etc. which talks about the industry
sector and not about the legal entity then the two strings would
have different URIs. Exceptions are strings for which a “Also known
as” property exists in Wikidata.

Step 5. The last step is to process the so prepared gazetteer with
the re-writing rules available in the pipeline for better
coverage:
frockg-pipeline \ application-resources \ rewrite-rule \ company_standard.groovy

a. company suffixes - remove suffixes which are related to the
legal entity type of the company - Inc. LTD, etc. labels and
add the new form in the gazetteer

b. brackets and parentheses - remove all strings enclosed in
brackets, parentheses, or slashes at the end of the label.
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Disease gazetteer
A basic gazetteer is generated from concepts in UMLS which correspond to the concepts of
interest. Then a number of rewrite rules are applied in order to both clean up and extend the
original gazetteer.

UMLS
T019 Congenital Abnormality
T020 Acquired Abnormality
T033 Finding
T037 Injury or Poisoning
T046 Pathologic Function
T047 Disease or Syndrome
T048 Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction
T049 Cell or Molecular Dysfunction
T050 Experimental Model of Disease
T184 Sign or Symptom
T190 Anatomical Abnormality
T191 Neoplastic Process

Figure 8 Disorders Gazetteer SPARQL Query
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Figure 9 Results of the query Disorders Gazetteer

It is used in both LongestMatch and RelaxedMatch modes and with matching on strings and
on lemmata. That way we address the issues with interrupted concepts and inflected
disease names.

Here the rewrite rules are applied to the original gazetteer of disease entries. These rules
were elaborated in the course of the pipeline creation and improvement.

Re-write rules:

● remove terms that contain the @-character;
● brackets and parentheses - remove all strings enclosed in brackets, parentheses, or

slashes at the end of the label
● unspecified concepts - remove terms containing the following properties:  "not

otherwise specified", "not specified", or "unspecified"; "NOS" at the end of a term and
preceded by a comma, or "NOS" within parentheses or brackets  at the end of a term
and preceded by a space
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● unspecified concepts - Remove all strings of type " NEC", " not elsewhere classified"
at the end of a term. They could be preceded by a comma.

● miscellaneous - remove terms containing the following properties: "other" at the
beginning of a term and followed by a space character or at the end of a term and
preceded by a space character; "deprecated", "unknown", "obsolete",
"miscellaneous", or "no" at the beginning of a term and followed by a space
character.

● angular brackets - remove expressions within angular brackets both at the beginning
and at the end of the labels.

● syntactic Inversion - inverse both parts of the term divided by a comma followed by a
space if the term does not contain a preposition or conjunction (e.g. "Failure, Renal"
should become “Renal Failure”). Should be applied over a threshold of label length
(between 60 and 85 symbols) because there are a lot of chemicals which contain a
comma followed by a space in their labels.

● “of” inversion - inverses the strings separated by "of" preposition, e.g. "Activation of
Amino Acids" should become "Amino Acids Activation"

● possessiveness - remove the possessive “`s” at the end of a word in labels and add
the new form. 

● create concept variations replacing "disease" with "disorder" and vice versa.
● create custom concept replacements
● create concept variations by removal of abbreviations in front of the full-text concept,

e.g. "CDA - Congenital dyserythropoietic anemia", should be rewritten as
"Congenital dyserythropoietic anemia"

● replace " route" with "" at the end of a string
● labels with short tokens - exclude labels with tokens classified as short tokens (single

character, Arabic or Roman number)
● rule that includes abbreviations from MEDDRA in the gazetteer dictionary13

original ontology term re-written new label

Oppenheim's Disease Oppenheim Disease

Congenital chromosomal disease Congenital chromosomal disorder

Congenital ocular coloboma (disorder) Congenital ocular coloboma

Choledochal Cyst, Type I Type I Choledochal Cyst

Abnormality of the pulmonary artery the pulmonary artery Abnormality

Table 3 Examples for application of the re-write rules

13 https://www.meddra.org/
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Drug gazetteer
Every day, new drugs are created around the world and for this reason their list will never be
able to achieve the completeness of other gazetteers, no matter how long and complete the
original list of drug names is. On the other hand, trade names of medicines are not subject to
modification and therefore it is unnecessary to apply many rewrite rules. For this reason, the
original gazetteer was created using the query shown below and there are only two rules
that are retained and applied to the original list of drug names. The gazetteer runs in
LongestMatch mode only and matches only on strings (not on lemmata).

Figure 10 Drugs Gazetteer SPARQL Query
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Figure 11 Result of the query Drugs Gazetteer

The rewrite rules are:

● Labels with short tokens - Exclude labels with tokens classified as short tokens
(single character, Arabic or Roman number)

● Rule that includes abbreviations from MEDDRA in the gazetteer dictionary
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Rules
● Remove exactly overlapping annotations - The purpose of this rule is to prioritise

the Lookup annotations which are the result of the original gazetteer entry and to

lower the priority of the annotations which are produced by a rewritten gazetteer

entry. It is a jape rule which is added after each gazetteer. It works as follows:

o It checks for exact overlaps of Lookup annotations (annotations which have

exactly the same start and end offsets)

o Checks whether there is at least one of them which is produced by the

original gazetteer entry 

o If there is at least one annotation produced by the original gazetteer entry, all

entries which are produced by a rewritten gazetteer entry are deleted.

● Distinct and clean nested lookup - Following the previous step, this rule covers some

additional aspects of disambiguation:

o Removes the Lookup annotations having a RELAXED flag, when they are

completely nested within Lookup annotations with a LONGEST flag.

o Removes Lookup annotation matched by a root, when there is an annotation

with the same start and end offsets matched by a string.

Testing / Regression checks
For this task we do not have a gold standard to prove the pipeline quality and that is why we
applied an ad-hoc approach for testing the system. For each version of the pipeline, we
calculated the following output scores and analyzed the annotations manually.

These are the calculated metrics:

● (a) Number of produced annotations
● (b) Number of exact matches - annotations which match the whole input

string
● (c) Number of partial matches - annotations which match part of the input

string
● (d) Number of input records which have no annotation

Below we present figures on the first 100 000 records of the 4 FAERS per each input data
type - company, condition, sideEffect, intervention. Below are shown figures which compare
the output of the pipeline with a previous version. As mentioned above the processing of
FAERS has higher priority for us because it is larger and more contemporary compared to
ClinicalTrials.gov. 

It is hard to judge the quality from these figures below, however they provide good intuition
for pipeline improvements and can be used to compare further pipeline versions for
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regressions. However the files with the annotations are a good source of information for the
quality and required improvements.

SHA f56f2a27 SHA c1080d63
Company

a. Num annotations 131 242 111 867
b. Num exact matches 93 508 107 584
c. Num partial matches 5 019 1 875
d. Num not matched input strings 32 032 1 726

Condition
a. Num annotations 247 714 136 577
b. Num exact matches 208 349 102 308
c. Num partial matches 34 392 11 468
d. Num not matched input strings 4 973 5 736

SideEffect
a. Num annotations 253 266 149 756
b. Num exact matches 223 605 121 723
c. Num partial matches 24 905 16 818
d. Num not matched input strings 4 756 10 289

Intervention
● Num annotations 106 348 106 598
● Num exact matches 52 479 52 480
● Num partial matches 847 21 512
● Num not matched input

strings
25 514 24 032

Company
Since this gazetteer is based on the input data, we expect full coverage. The 1726
misses by the gazetteer are actually all produced by the following 6 entries only
'"3M"', 'HYLAND', 'BAUSCH AND LOMB', 'MEDA', 'JOHNSON AND JOHNSON',
'PROCTER AND GAMBLE'. Most of the names are actually in the gazetteer but
written with & instead of and. They will be added in the next version of the gazetteer.

Conditions
● Less a because in the current version we remove the overlapping annotations

which are a product of a rewritten rule.
● Less b, because of the same reason.
● Less c - about 3 times - due to the fact that some noise has been reduced

with rewriting rules
● Higher d - the assumption is that some wrongly annotated entities in the

previous version are not annotated now (need to be checked)
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SideEffect
● Less a because in the current version we remove the overlapping annotations

which are product of a rewritten rule. 
● Less b, because of the same reason
● Less c - about 30% - due to the fact that some noise has been reduced with

rewriting rules (Andrey)
● Higher d - 3 times -  the assumption is that some wrongly annotated entities

in the previous version are not annotated now (need to be checked)

Intervention

The values of a in all 4 categories are still above 100000 (which is the size of the input data).
This means that there is ambiguity in the results which has to be addressed in the next
versions of the system. 

4 Integration between Knowledge Graph engine
and the metaphactory platform

Based on the defined FROCK high level architecture (described in more detail in Deliverable
1.2: Component architecture and interfaces ) GraphDB serves as main semantic repository14

for all the structured and semistructured information ingested through the defined ETL
workflows, as well as the information extracted with the help of the various NLP pipelines.
The knowledge graph comprises both referential data (ontologies, terminologies, etc) and
semantically normalized meta-data rich data sets (like ClinicalTrials.gov and FAERS). The
GraphDB Workbench provides basic capabilities for querying and visualization of complex
graph data. However the use cases identified in the FROCKG project require more
advanced capabilities for graph search, exploration and more intuitive data visualizations.
Thus the metaphactory platform was identified as the most suitable tool for providing deeper
insights over the comprehensive knowledge graph augmented with extracted data from
unstructured content.
GraphDB provides an integration mechanism through the RDF4J REST API, which is used
by the repository configuration templates defined in metaphactory to connect and read/write
data in the corresponding repository.

14

https://frockg.eu/images/deliverables/wp1/Deliverable1-2_Component-architecture-and-interfaces.pdf
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Figure 12 GraphDB integration mechanism through the RDF4J REST API

Once the connection to the GraphDB instance is configured, the metaphactory platform can
read and write data from the repository

● get all named graphs;
● get all vocabularies;
● get all ontologies;
● define predefined query templates;
● build static diagrams;
● build dashboards;

However in order to enable search on top of the knowledge graph, the GraphDB enterprise
search engine connectors must be configured. The GraphDB connectors enable querying of
external full-text search components through native connectors to Lucene, Solr, or
Elasticsearch. These connectors are responsible for automatically keeping the generated
search indices up-to-date with any changes to the underlying knowledge graph. The Lucene,
Solr, and Elasticsearch Connectors provide synchronization at entity level, where an entity is
defined as having a unique identifier (URI) and a set of properties and property values. In
RDF context, this corresponds to a set of triples that have the same subject URI. In addition
to simple properties (defined by a single triple), the connectors support property chains. A
property chain is a sequence of triples where each triple’s object is the subject of the
subsequent triple.
For the FROCKG project we have selected to use a Lucene connector as it provides an
in-process search index and hence does not require setting up of additional software
components (compared to Elasticsearch and SOLR).
The configuration of the Lucene connector for search in clinical trials data can be seen
below:
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Figure 13 Lucene connector configuration

5 Tools for manual editing and curation of the
knowledge graph
Detailed description of the tools and their functionalities for editing and curation of
knowledge graphs can be found in Deliverable 4.1: First version of the editing and curation
user interfaces.
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